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BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE Or CALIFORNIA 

lrivestigAtion on the COnUnisslon's ) 
own motion into the Rules, ) 
practices, and PrOcedures bfal1 ) 
telephone c6rporationsclS listed in » 
Appendix A attached to the 0.1.1. 
concerning the billing of ) 
subscribers for telephone calls. ) 
---------------------------------) 

OPINIOH 

@[n1~ffij~~&~ 
R.85.;.09-Q08 

(Re~uest for Compensati6n 
filed May 28, 1991) 

Pursuant to Rule '16.51 of the Rules of PrActice and 
procedure, the Center for PUblio Interest Law (CPIL) submits its. 
request for compensation of $29,739 fOr its substantial 
contribution to this proceeding_ ?his request is submitted by CPIL 
on its own behalf and for Network projectts (NP) prior 
participation; in accordance with the statement filed'in this
proceeding in early 1987 that all H.linqs w6uld be joint. 

AT&T COn\municati6ns of California, Inc. (AT&T), US' Sprint 
COJIlJ1lunications co. (Sprint)i and G?E California Incorporat.ed (GTEC) 
oppOse the ~equest on the grounds that not only did CPIL not make a 
substantial contribution to this proceeding but it unrehsonably 
caused the matter to be extended over five years at great expense 
to the telephone companies, with no benefit to anyone. 

CPlL claims that it is entitledtocompensati6n because 
this Commission has through this p~oceeding changed the practices 
of the lnterekchange Carriers (lEes) regarding billing practices,· 
particularly mishilling for uncompleted calls. The Commission did 
so, in CPIL#s opinion, n6~ simply because of the eventual decision 
it issued, Decision (0.) 91-04-069, but because ~he very existence 
of this proceeding prodded the lECs to themselves change their 
technology and practices. 
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CPIL alleges that it has from the outset 'ur~edtw6 • 
" . ~ r ~ , . 

positions I that' the 'lEes meet AT&T's standard for billing 
accuracy, and ,that the lEeS adopt the best available technology for 
billing or pay 'a price in the market. CPIL claims that 101985 
they did rteitheri but now'they do both. 

CPIL frames the ,!ssuethusly, 
-The first question here is \<Jhether the standard 
for and behavior Of the IECs is different than 
it was when this proceeding began in 1985. The 
answer, unequivocally, is yeSi 

-The second question is \<Jhether the Commission's 
process leading to this decision and that ' 
result would have happened but for the 
interVention of CPIL. The answer is 
unequivocally no,-

CPIL states that its interest in this prOceeding began in 
mid-19a6 when ain administrativ~ law _ judge's (ALJ) proposed d~cision. 
was issued May 6, 1986. At t.hat time, it ,filed exceptions to the 
propOsed decision arguing that the proposed decision was lu'lfaii: to 
consumers and would prompt nO change in the lEe's practices. NP • 
specifically called upon the Commission to use AT&T as th~ ~eferertt 
for accuracy in billing. 

The Commission agreed. In 0.86-12-025 (23 CPUC 2d24) 
(modified by 0.87-03-043) the Commission saidt 

·We agree in,large part with the analysis of the 
Network project. The right of consumer choice 
is predicated upon the availability of 
reliable, fairly priced telephone services& 
Billing for calls not completed constitutes 
service neither reliablen6r fairly priced. 
, • ~ As the Network Project implicitly 
asserts, AT&T is the standard by which other 
carriers' rates are adiudged. Therefore we 
will hold further hearIngs in January 19{n to 
consider the Project's concerns.- (23 CPUC 2d 
at 29.) 

CPIL asserts that following D.87-0J-043, the telephone 
companies consistently fought implementation of the Commission's 
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o:r<i~is arid continuously sought to disrupt the ' proceadlhg:s<~nd 'b~ry 
'CPt}, with frivolous discovery requests. 

CPIL seeks compensation for its activities that keptth~ 
-- he~~ on' .the companies. The major activities for which CPIL ~eek~ 

compensation are' 
L The work involved in challEmging the' . 

original proposed decision, which resulted 
in a decision that adopted CPIL's concerns. 

2. The work mandated by the coriunission itself _ 
in preparing for the prehearing -conference.' 

3. The work of CPIL in drafting and 
, negotiating a confidentiality agreement 
that was adopted by all parties. -

4:. The work involved in evaluating the data, 
provided by the,companies and then _ 
advocating a delay in the hearings be~ause 
of the inadequate responses, which delay' 
was agreed to by the ALJ. - - , 

5. The work involved in responding to the-
various motions, requests j and other : 
pleadings althe companies, in neatly every 
case resulting in ratification or adoption 
of CPIL's position. ' 

6. The work involved in seeking a settlement. 

7. For the work involved in the interven6r 
compensation eligibility request/which was 
approved; and for the request for , 
compensation which CPIL asks be approved 
herein. 

, AT&T alleges that CPIL's participation extended this 

,mattertrom 1996 until its closure in 1991 by D. 91...;04-069~ No 
hearings were eVer held on the issues raise-d by CPIL and no 
substantive changes in procedures were rnaildat_ed by the Commission 

as a result of CPIL's allegations. 
AT&T argues that CPIL's claim that its participat16-n in. 

R.85...;09'-OOa caused the lnterexchange carriers (other than AT&T) to 

• 
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accelerate their conversion to equal. access : (which moots' the .. 
prilna.ry issue in R.8S-:-G9",:008) is spurious and should rtot be. taken 
at face value by the' (:otruniss'ion.· In ATt/rts opinion,' the cc;mvetsion 
to equal access by AT&T's compet.itors . isc'learlY a national"Js5ue 
driven by equal access availability and competitive consIderations. . . 

AT&T conteiids that 'while th~ allegations 6f CPiLhad no 
appreciable effect on either the billing practi"ce,s or equal 'acc~ss 
purchases of theinterekchange carrier industry, those allegations 
did absorb significant amounts of time and resources of the 
conunission and the interexchange carriers. AT&T was required to 
respond to a number of complex data requests and At one point was 
accused of lack of coopertltionsimply because it could not provide 
the tyPe of data CPIL imagined $~ould be ,Available. All of this' 
..... as unnecessary. The billing litaccuracy is,sue. has been resolved, 
1n the main, by ubiquitous equal access. Where it .is still a " 
problem, interexchange carriers 'a~e quick to use t'his to their 
competitive advAntage with customers. CPIL has had nO effect· on 
this environment. Therefore, CPIL/s request for compensation 
should be deni~d. 

GTEC and Sprint echo AT&T. They point out that hearings 
were never held on the issues raised, by CPIL and further that the 
Commission never mandated substantive changes in procedures based 
on CPIL's allegations. 

Sprint asserts that CPIL's involvement in this proceeding 
had no effect on Sprint's plans to convert to equal access 
·facilities. Sprint has, over the years; participated in federal 
antitrust actions and state and federal regulatory proceedings 
advocating rapid implementation of equal access long before CPIL 
said one word on the subject to this Commission. 

Sprint believes that CPIL is attempting to claim credit 
for deVelopments that were and are continuing to occur industry
wide and nationwide following divestiture of the Bell System in 

1984. 
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Sprint concludes that CPIL's request for compensation 
should be denied because its filings have· not made any direct~ 
primary and/or substantial contribution to any'desirable res~lt in 
this proceeding; its participation onlyseryed to divert time' and 
resources of the commission and the parties from other more" 
important cases and issues, and had no effect on an equal accesS 
process being driven by a federal judge and federal and state 
regulatorSJ and CPIL's lack of understanding of the technological 
and policy issues involved in this case should not be rewarded wfth 
compensation just because the hours are claimed. In Sprint's 
opinion, CPIL's request should be denied because it made no 
substantial contribution to the C6nunission's decision. 
Discussion 

In the fable the rooster crowed, the sun rose,' and the 
rooster believed the sUD rOse because he "crowed. Th,e rooster was 
wrong. Arid CPIL is wrong in believing that because of its' 
pleading, billing for unC6rnpl~tedcalls has improved. The 
improvement has come from advanced technology that became , 
available; from competition that fOrced technology-deflcierit 
companies to improveJ and from adequate' financing. The billing" 
problem is a national problem, not a local one. Mdit 18 00in9 
sOlved on the national level, not just in California. We have 
reviewed the ex~ensive file in this proceeding and conclu'de that 
although CPIL participated there is no causal relationship between 
the participation and the result. The goal was achieved, not by 
the prodding of the lawyers, but by forces that were at work 
regardless of what the lawyers did. 

A customer may be awarded advocates' fees if -the 
customer's presentation ~akes a substantial contribution to the 
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ad6-pt ion, in whole or in part, of the Con'unis s ion I sordc'r' o:t: 
d~~~sion.· (Rule 76.53(a).) 

.'substantial contribution' means that, in the 
judgment of the Commission,. the customer-is 
presentation has substantially assisted the· 
Commission in the making of its order or 
decision because the order or decision had . 
adopted in whole or in part one or more factual 
contentions, legal contentions, or specific • 
pOlicy or procedural recommendations presented 
by the customer,- (Rule 76.52(9)') . 

. . 

To determine if CPIL made a substantial corttributi6Jl" we 
must look to the Commission's decisions in this rulemaldng. A 

. review of pertinent parts of those decisions shows CPiL' 5 
pa'rticipation and its failure to influence the final outco~e i In 
D~.e6-12-025i which dealt with m~my issues, most of which' have no 
bearing on billing for uncompleted calls, we said iil ~e'gArd' to 

. uncompleted callst 
-The Network project, a nonprofit consumer; 
research organization, submits that it has' 
received numerous customer complaints t6the ' 
effect that the lEes routinely bill for calls. 
not completed (either unanswered or busy) and 
ca 11 s connecting to a SOC. (Sell' operating.. . 
company) recording. The project asserts' that 
informing customers that they may receive 
billings for uncompleted calls, and upOn. < . 
complaint, may receive a credit is insuffioi~nt' 
to adequately address the issue. The Network 
project would place the onus upon the lEe to 
verify that calls being billed were in fact, 
completed. The project recommends, inter alia, 
that all one-minute calls be automatically > 

credited, i.e., not billed, unless the carrier 
demonstrates an error-free rate commensurate 
with AT&T's historical perf6rma~ce. 

·We agree in large part with the analysis of the 
Network project. The right on consumer choice 
is predicated upon the availability of 
reliable, fairly priced telephone services. 
silling for calls not completed constitutes 
service neither reliable nor fairly priced. We 
suspect that most long distance customers that 
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choose an lEe other than AT&T tire expect1:ng ; . 
that they will not, as was the ,case with theIr 
prior AT&T service, be billed f6r calls il6t< . 
completed. As the Network Project implicitlY 
asserts, AT&T is'the standard by which:other 
carrier's rates and services Are adjudged. 
There for-e t we will hold further hearings in' 
January 1987 to consider the project/s 
concerns. The proj~ct should be prepared to 
submit the following informati6nt 

-a. The nature and extent of the problem 
assOciated with IEC billing of calls not 
completed, and, 

-b. The error-free rate of AT&T and, if 
available, of other carriers. 

·Upon receipt Of that information ~nd any~~ta 
submitted by the california-certificated lECs, 
i~ is our intention to, bar thebi~ling by IECS 
of intrastate interLATA calls 'of less than a . 
one minute duration unless the lEe can 
demonstrate that it has achieved or exceeded-
the e:rr6r-fie~ rate of AT&T." " . 

0.87-03-043 modified D.9t)-12-025 by strikittgthe above 

quote and substit.utingi 
-We haVe determined that hearings are necessBroj :_c __ cc 

to resolve the issue of billil).9 by IECS of' , . 
uncompleted irtterLATA calls of less than one . 
minute duration. The Network project 
implicitly asserts that AT&T is the standard by 
which other carrier's rates and se1~ices should 
be judged. 

- In order to properly address this issue,' we . 
shall direct AT&T to submit evidence as to its 
error rate. In addition, all partIcipating ". 
lEes shall, at a minimum, submit evidence which 
will inform the Commission 6£ the following 
facts regarding their hilling of interLATA 
calls of less than one minute durationt 

-1) the quantity and percentage of these, 
calls for 1995 and 1996, 2) the amount of 
revenues associated with these calls for 
1985 and 1986, 3) the primary locations 
where these calls have occurred, 4) the 
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quantity of customer complaints relating' to' , 
,these calls in 1985 and 19861 5)c6mpany' -
" pOlicy for handling such complaints;. and 

6) their own e~tor rate ~~gardin9 billing 
for unco~pleted c'lls du~in9 1985 and 1tS6; 
The Network p~oject should be prepared to 
make any affirmative showing it has.-

-IT IS FURTHER ORDEREDt 

-Rehearing of 0.86-12-025 is granted, limited to' c' 

the following issues. 

-1. The matter of billing for uncompleted calls 
by interexchange carriers; and 

-2. The matter of the extension of the 
backbilling limitation to access charges.-

, 

• 

The next decision 6£ importance in determinirig the extent 
61. CPIL's participation was D.91-04-069 when 'We 'terminated the 
rulemqklog. That decision gives further background on the is~ues, 
th6.'liilriq5 and the maneuvers of 'the parti~s. tle set forth,: 
pertinent excerpts. The ordering paragraph was simplei 

-IT IS ORDERED thatt • 

- L TO fulfill the requireroents6f PU Cod~ ~ , 
§ 766.5, all IECs shall inform their cust6me~s 
of their billin<j procedure for uricompleted',' . 
calls at least once each year either through 
bill inserts or on the customer's bill. ~his 
information shall state the circumstances that 
will cause an uncompleted call to be billed ~rid 
the method to obtain a credit or refund for the, 
erroneous billing." 

This merely fulfilled the statutory require¢ent that ~e 
order the utilities to notify their customers of their uilcompleted 

cali procedure. 
The body of th~ opinion and the findings of tact are 

instructive. In referring to NP and CPIL we saidl 
-Natwork and CPIL filed a ioint petition tor 
modification of 0.86-12-025 and 0.87-03-043 on 
July 13, 1989. Network and CPIL argue that the 
problem of lEes erroneously billing consumers 
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for calls not compiet-ed remains unresolv~d. , 
"Netw6tkand CPIL offer modifications that would 
address, this' problem by imposing certain,' 
rep6rtinq requirements, billing restrictiQ~sl 
customer notification requirem6nts, and,r~fohd c 

policies o~ IE,Cs. All. re~wndents opppse' the 
petition of Network and CPIL, and recommend, 
that the Com.missiol'l close the proceeding by", 
issuing a final decision based on the record 
now before the Commission.-

Our findinqs weret 

-Findings of Fact 

-I. Commission records show the incidence of 
all billing comp1air'lts inovolving lEes fOr' 
the years 1987, 1988; and 1989t . 

1989, 
. , 

Telephone Lines in SerVice 16.4 million 16.8 million 16.9 niiiii6fl 

• 

,. 

Billing Complaints 1819 2913 1261 
, ' 

complaints per Line in 
Service .00011 .OO{)17 

-2. The Commission does'not have a subcategory 
within billing complaints forc6mplaints ' 
which cQncern billing for uncompleted calls 
because so few complaints are received on 

, this subject. 

The qreat majority of billing complaints 
concern the amount of the bill for 
completed calls that allegedly were not 
made from the custOmer's telephone. Normal 
practices of the utility in these instances 
is to,temovethecharge because the cost of 
investigation far exceeds the cost of the 
call. 

In the telecommunications industry of 1990 
all major IECs and most of the small IECs 
utilize hardware answer supervision to 
determine whether o~ not a call is 
completed. As a result, there are so few 
billing errors for uncompleted calls that 
accurate statistics are not available~ 
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-s. To impose a sys·tem ,of :inOilitorhHJ. aod. . 
reporting on the lECs to detetro1nethe 
extent of a problem,.which.if it exists at 
all is.insignif~cant, would create costs 
far iil excess. of any possible savings. . 
such costs, if imposed, would be an expense 
of the telephone companies passed through 
to ratepaYers,- . 

The excerpts from the opinions which have been set forth 
abOve sho>ol the issues that were raised by CPIL. In 0.86-.12-()25j we 
said that NPdid not believe that informing customers that they'may 
receive billing for uncompleted calls was adequate. Yet, in 
0.91-04-069, that 1s exactly what we did. Further, in 0.86-1i-025, 
we saId that NP proposed that one minute calls be automatically 
credited unless the carrier demonstrates an error-free rate. That 
was the issue raised and that recommendation was rejected. 

In D.91-04-069, we set forth the issues raised by NP arid 
CPIL where we' said -Network and CPIL offer modifications that would 
addre~s thisptoblem (the erroneOus billing problem)· by impOsing 

• 

certain reporting requh:'ements, billing restrictions,' customer • 
notification requirements, and refund policies on iECs.- We 
specifically rejected NP's/CPIL's recommendations. No issue raised 
by CPIL was decided in CPIL's favor. 

CPIL asserts that an intervenor need not achieve a 
favorable judgment in order to b~ a successful party. A 
deferidant's voluntary action induced by intervenor's lawsuit should 
still support an attorney's fee award on the rationale that the 

. lawsuit spurred defendant to act and .... as a catalyst speeding 
defendant's response. The critical fact is the impact ot the 
action, not the manner oflts resolution. We agree with that 
statement, as an abstract statement, but it is not applicable in 
this proceeding_ The actiOn of the·telephoneutilities to improve 
their billing practices was not induced by interveno:r'sadiioi{~);: 
nor were the telephone utilities spurred to act be~ause of . 
intervenor's assertions, nor were intervernor's assertions a 
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." ~afalyst speeding defandant,'s respofis~i' In our ,6piriio~~~:: .' 
int~'rvertorjsa6tion$ had noeifecton the tei~phone ~otilitles',-: 
response, to thepi6blem 6f billing (or uncOmpleted 'ccit'ls .1'.1 QUI' . 

,opinion,: the response 6£ the teieIlhot1e utilitle~ to this' 'p{-ob.lem 
was spui-red primarily by cOllpetition in the marketplace ,and 
secondarily by Public utilities CooeSection 776.5,' and our -own' 
r~lemaking investigation. 
Findings of Fact 

'. . 
1. CPIL arid NP did not make a substantial c6nttibu'tionto' 

D.91-()4-069. 
2. 0.91-04-069 did not adoptitl whole or in part6rteor more 

factual contentions, legal contentionst,or specific pOliby Or 
'. procedurAl recommendations presented by either CPIL 'or l{P • 

. C6ncl~si6il 6fLav 
No advocates' fees should be paid t6 either CPIL or NP •. 

ORDER 

1'1" IS ORDERED that the request'for an award,Of 
cOinpensati6no£ the Center for public Interest Law attd N~twork 
proje6t is denied. 

This order Is effective today. 
DAted February 20, 1992, at san FranciscOj california. 
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DANIEL tim. FESSLER 
president 

JOHN B. OHANIAN. 
NORMAN o. SHUMWAY 

commissioners '. 

Commlssion~rpatrlcia M. Eckert, 
being necessariiy absent, did not 
participate. 


